VIVA!!
LAS VEGAS!!

FREMONT STREET
This is Las Vegas’s original Casino row, a
five block area between Main St. & Las
Vegas Blvd. Long ago nicknamed “Glitter
Gulch” for its colorful riot of neon signs, and
here the Casinos are smaller forming a
pedestrian-only gambling mall.
A 90 foot wide canopy arching over four
blocks is the centerpiece of the Freemont
Street Experience. More than 12.5 million,
state-of-the –art LED modules and an ear
splitting, half –million watt sound system
combine for this impressive extravaganza.

C.H.V.A. 50TH
ANNIVERSARY TOUR
A GORLEY/BEEBY PRESENTATION

October 3rd –10th2017
Death Valley, Hoover Dam, The
Strip, Mob Museum, Valley of Fire,
Red Rock Canyon, Zion National Park,
Lake Mead, Auto Collections
Freemont St. Neon Museum, Las
Vegas Motor Speedway, Clark County
Museum, Grand Canyon, & on & on

HOOVER DAM & LAKE
MEAD
Which came first “The Lake or the
Dam?” Once known as Boulder Dam it was
built during the Great Depression and
completed in 1936. Hoover Dam impounds
Lake Mead which is the largest reservoir in
the Unites States. Nearly 1,000,000 visit the
Dam and power plant each year.

DEATH VALLEY

Death Valley is the largest, national park
in the lower United States as well as the
hottest, driest and has the second lowest
point in the Western Hemisphere.
Badwater Basin rings in at 282 feet below
sea level contrasting with its high point
Telescope Peak at 11,049 ft.

THE MOB MUSEUM
The Mob Museum, officially the National
Museum of Organized Crime and Law
Enforcement is dedicated to featuring the
artifacts, stories & history of organized
crime in the U.S.A. Some of the most
interesting things on display are the Saint
Valentine’s Day Massacre Wall, a Tommy
gun (which can be touched , held and
even “pretend” shot, an electric chair and
the barber chair Albert Anastasia was
murdered in.

RED ROCK CANYON
Red Rock Canyon was designated as
Nevada’s first National Conservation Area.
The area is 195,819 acres and is visited by
more than one million people each year.
The conservation area showcases large red
rock formations, a set of sandstone peaks
and walls called the Keystone Thrust.

NATIONAL ATOMIC
TESTING MUSEUM
The National Atomic Testing Museum
documents the history of nuclear testing at
the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in the desert
north of Las Vegas. Among its exhibits,
covering American nuclear testing is a
“Ground Zero Theater” which simulates the
experience of observing an atmospheric
nuclear test.

FOUNTAINS OF
BELLAGIO

THE NEON MUSEUM
The Neon Museum features signs from
old casinos and other businesses displayed
outdoors in the Neon Boneyard. Each of the
nearly 150 signs offers a unique story about
the personalities who created it, what
inspired it, where and when it was made
and the role it played in Las Vegas
distinctive history.

Situated between the elegant hotel and
the Strip is an 8 acre lake which houses the
Fountains of Bellagio. The Fountains are a
vast choreographed water feature with
performances set to light and music. The
fountains consist of a network of pipes with
more than 1200 nozzles and 4500 li

FREE !!!
SLOTS, SLOTS, SLOTS
Tournament organized by our
Hotel for CHVA members only
including prizes
FREE shuttle buses to the Strip and
beyond

For more information including
Hotel info please send
$5.00 to:
Carolyn Beeby
430 Oak View Dr.,
Vacaville, Ca. 96688
grrummps@aol.com

Please include your e-mail address
as I will be sending the hotel
information via e-mail

